The shear elastic constants c&= (c~~-c~2)/2 and c44 have been measured in DySb. c44 shows a small softening of about 0.6% at the phase transition, while c~= (c~l -cl2)/2 exhibits a 58% drop. The large change in c~= (cl~-c~2)/2 occurs over a temperature range of more than 200 'K. The dominant mechanism for the softening of the elastic constant c~= (c~~-F2)/2 is a Jahn-Teller strain coupling. Strong-biquadratic pair interactions are present which compete with the strain coupling, There has been much interest recently in the magnetic and structural phase transition in DySb. ' 3
ce --(l. 060+0. 007)ce (325 'K) = (7. 8+0.4)x10" erg/cmoÃ t the Neel point, Xee(T") =4703. In Fig. 1 we show our best fit using the parameters (ge)o= 14 x 10 4 'K, Ie = -4 x 10 4'K, and ce = 1.056ce (325 K) .
We have determined the first-correction term to the molecular-field result, Eq. (4) (1) is becoming extremely long range. We define a. family of correlation lengths $~(T, H) through the Table I ; again the conventional exponents v, v', p, correspond to the case Q = 1.
The path-1 and path-3 exponents have been studied considerably more than the path-2 expo™ nents. ' It is the purpose of this paper to show that one can readily obta, in analogs for path 2 of two of the classic exponent inequalities for paths
